®

Britannia

2021 ONE OUNCE
GOLD BULLION COIN

The 2021 Britannia Gold Bullion One Ounce Coin redefines security
in the bullion market. Created by the team behind the United Kingdom’s
12-sided £1 coin (dubbed ‘the world’s most secure coin’), Britannia has
evolved once more to spearhead the best security technology available and
lead the way as the most visually secure coin in the world. Philip Nathan’s
award-winning Britannia design from 1987 depicts an enduring symbol
of a nation, boldly standing beside a shield that bears the Union flag, a
symbol of Britain’s strength, and holding an olive branch representing
peace. Philip Nathan’s Britannia is as beautiful as ever, struck in 999.9
fine gold and enhanced with four new features. In the lower left-hand of
the design, below Britannia’s flowing gown, is a trident to represent her
naval history. As the viewer changes their perspective this trident becomes
a padlock, emphasising the coin’s secure nature. Surface animation reflects
the movement of waves, and fine details like the Union flag on Britannia’s
shield have been carefully highlighted in the coin’s bullion finish. These
added security features both decorate and protect the coin, just as the
micro-text that borders the design states – ‘DECUS ET TUTAMEN’,
which translates as ‘AN ORNAMENT AND A SAFEGUARD’.

Obverse

These features are also available on the half-ounce, quarter-ounce and
tenth-ounce fine gold editions of the coin and on the one ounce fine
silver edition.
Reverse

KEY FEATURES
• Four advanced features take visual security to the next level
• A latent image changes from a padlock to Britannia’s famous trident
• Surface animation brings the background of waves to life
• The micro-text provides both decoration and protection
– ‘an ornament and a safeguard’
• Britannia’s shield bears the Union flag accented with tincture lines

CONTACT
Phone: UK – 0345 600 5014, Overseas – 01443 235 908
Email: royalmintbullionsales@royalmint.com

SPECIFICATIONS
Alloy:

999.9 Au Fine Gold

Diameter:

32.69mm

Obverse Designer:

Jody Clark

Reverse Designer:

Philip Nathan

Quality:

Bullion

Year:

2021

Packaging:

Tubes

C E L E B R AT E | C O L L E C T | I N V E S T | S E C U R E | D I S C O V E R

The Royal Mint, Llantrisant, Pontyclun CF72 8YT, United Kingdom

The Royal Mint Limited is not authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to provide investment advice and nothing within this sales sheet should be construed as investment advice.

®

Britannia

2021 HALF-OUNCE
GOLD BULLION COIN

Britannia has represented Britain, and the country’s evolution, since
Roman times. In 2021, Britannia leads the way, redefining security in
the bullion market with four groundbreaking features. This new vision
of Philip Nathan’s Britannia, created in 1987, was created by the team
behind ‘the world’s most secure coin’, the United Kingdom £1 coin.
Surface animation provides a background for Britannia, reflecting the flow
of waves as the coin is moved. Between this and the banding of the coin
you will find micro-text with the wording ‘DECUS ET TUTAMEN’,
which translates as ‘AN ORNAMENT AND A SAFEGUARD’, which
describes the features that both decorate and protect the coin. A latent
feature in the lower-hand segment of the coin switches between a trident
and a padlock based on the viewer’s perspective – emphasising her
maritime strength and the coin’s secure nature. Finally, details like the
Union flag on Britannia’s shield have been specially highlighted with
tincture lines. These new design elements combine to create not only
a stunning Britannia design, struck in half an ounce of 999.9 fine gold,
but also the most visually secure coin in the world.

Obverse

These features are also available on the one ounce, quarter-ounce
and tenth-ounce fine gold editions of the coin and on the one ounce
fine silver edition.

Reverse

KEY FEATURES
• Four advanced features take visual security to the next level
• A latent image changes from a padlock to Britannia’s famous trident
• Surface animation brings the background of sparkling waves to life
• The micro-text provides both decoration and protection –
‘an ornament and a safeguard’
• Britannia’s shield bears the Union flag accented with tincture lines

CONTACT
Phone: UK – 0345 600 5014, Overseas – 01443 235 908
Email: royalmintbullionsales@royalmint.com

SPECIFICATIONS
Alloy:

999.9 Au Fine Gold

Diameter:

27.00mm

Obverse Designer:

Jody Clark

Reverse Designer:

Philip Nathan

Quality:

Bullion

Year:

2021

Packaging:

Blister Pack
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®

Britannia

2021 QUARTER-OUNCE
GOLD BULLION COIN

Britannia is one of the oldest enduring symbols of Britain, evolving from
Roman times to today to reflect a nation that changes with the times
and the values it embraces. This bullion Britannia coin for 2021 blends
a classic icon with innovation, to redefine security in the bullion market.
Philip Nathan’s award-winning portrayal of Britannia is enhanced with
groundbreaking features, making it the most visually secure coin in the
world. Britannia is as strong as she is beautiful, and the new features both
decorate and protect the coin, just as the micro-text that borders the
design states – ‘DECUS ET TUTAMEN’, which translates as
‘AN ORNAMENT AND A SAFEGUARD’. In the lower left-hand of
the design, below Britannia’s flowing gown, is a trident to represent her
naval history. As the viewer changes their perspective this trident becomes
a padlock, emphasising the coin’s secure nature. Surface animation
replaces a standard background, reflecting the movement of waves, and
fine details like the Union flag on Britannia’s shield have been highlighted
with tincture lines.

Obverse

These features are also available on the one ounce, half-ounce
and tenth-ounce fine gold editions of the coin and on the one ounce
fine silver edition.

KEY FEATURES

Reverse

• Four advanced features take visual security to the next level
• A latent image changes from a padlock to Britannia’s famous trident
• Surface animation brings the background of sparkling waves to life
• The micro-text provides both decoration and protection –
‘an ornament and a safeguard’
• Britannia’s shield bears the Union flag accented with tincture lines

CONTACT
Phone: UK – 0345 600 5014, Overseas – 01443 235 908
Email: royalmintbullionsales@royalmint.com

SPECIFICATIONS
Alloy:

999.9 Au Fine Gold

Diameter:

22.00mm

Obverse Designer:

Jody Clark

Reverse Designer:

Philip Nathan

Quality:

Bullion

Year:

2021

Packaging:

Tubes
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®

Britannia

2021 TENTH-OUNCE
GOLD BULLION COIN

The Royal Mint is famous for its ability to blend the finest craftsmanship
with innovative technology, and in 2021, our Britannia bullion coin
showcases this combination to redefine security in the bullion market.
Philip Nathan’s depiction of Britannia is as strong and beautiful as
ever, his design now enhanced and protected just as the micro-text that
borders the design states – ‘DECUS ET TUTAMEN’, which translates
as ‘AN ORNAMENT AND A SAFEGUARD’. Surface animation
provides a background to Britannia, reflecting the flow of waves as the
coin is moved. A latent feature in the lower segment of the coin switches
between a trident and a padlock based on the viewer’s perspective,
emphasising Britannia’s maritime strength and the coin’s secure nature.
Finally, details like the Union flag on Britannia’s shield have been
highlighted by tincture lines, making this the most visually secure coin
in the world.

Obverse

UKB2

These features are also available on the one ounce, half-ounce
and quarter-ounce fine gold editions of the coin and on the one ounce
fine silver edition.
KEY FEATURES
• Four advanced features take visual security to the next level
• A latent image changes from a padlock to Britannia’s famous trident
• Surface animation brings the background of sparkling waves to life
• The micro-text provides both decoration and protection –
‘an ornament and a safeguard’
• Britannia’s shield bears the Union flag accented with tincture lines

Reverse

SPECIFICATIONS

CONTACT
Phone: UK – 0345 600 5014, Overseas – 01443 235 908
Email: royalmintbullionsales@royalmint.com

Alloy:

999.9 Au Fine Gold

Diameter:

16.50mm

Obverse Designer:

Jody Clark

Reverse Designer:

Philip Nathan

Quality:

Bullion

Year:

2021

Packaging:

Tubes
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®

Britannia

2021 ONE OUNCE
S I LV E R B U L L I O N C O I N

For more than 1,100 years, The Royal Mint has innovated to create
coins that are both beautiful and secure. In 2021, Britannia, the symbol
of Britain, leads the way to redefine security in the bullion market,
and embodies The Royal Mint’s drive for the very best in design and
security. This latest evolution of the icon takes Philip Nathan’s acclaimed
interpretation and adds four groundbreaking security features to create
the most visually secure coin in the world. These additions both decorate
and protect the coin, just as the micro-text that borders the design states
– ‘DECUS ET TUTAMEN’, which translates as ‘AN ORNAMENT
AND A SAFEGUARD’. In the lower left-hand of the design, below
Britannia’s flowing gown, is a trident to represent her naval history.
As the viewer changes their perspective this trident becomes a padlock,
emphasising the coin’s secure nature. Surface animation behind Britannia
reflects the movement of waves, and fine details like the Union flag on
Britannia’s shield have been highlighted by tincture lines.

Obverse

This is the only silver coin to carry the new security details but the new
features are also available on the one ounce, half-ounce, quarter-ounce
and tenth-ounce fine gold editions of the coin.
KEY FEATURES
• Four advanced features take visual security to the next level
• A latent image changes from a padlock to Britannia’s famous trident
• Surface animation brings the background of sparkling waves to life
• The micro-text provides both decoration and protection –
‘an ornament and a safeguard’
• Britannia’s shield bears the Union flag accented with tincture lines

Reverse

SPECIFICATIONS

CONTACT
Phone: UK – 0345 600 5014, Overseas – 01443 235 908
Email: royalmintbullionsales@royalmint.com

Alloy:

999 Ag Fine Silver

Diameter:

38.61mm

Obverse Designer:

Jody Clark

Reverse Designer:

Philip Nathan

Quality:

Bullion

Year:

2021

Packaging:

Tubes
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